
DONY COVID Face Mask Covering wholesale
to Saudi Arabia, Egypt, UAE, Qatar, Morocco,
Kuwait, Oman, Jordan, Bahrain

DONY Garment Vietnamese Garment Factory

Supplier - Apparel Clothing & Textile Manufactured

DONY’s Customizable Face Mask Is

Breathable, Designed for Maximum

COVID-19 Protection and FDA - CE - TUV

Certified.

HO CHI MINH, VIETNAM, October 13,

2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A new,

affordable mask is available to combat

COVID-19 and it’s FDA certified and

reusable up to sixty uses with an

antibacterial rate of more than 99%.  

A forward-thinking company, DONY, is

ready to help the world fight the

Coronavirus. The face masks designed

by DONY have several advantages and

is the only face mask that can reusable

60 times but with a fashionable

response to today’s current social

market. The antibacterial material is

also water-resistant and comes in

medical packaging. The design also is breathable with a special v-shape design to accommodate

the nose. A media reel on the mask may be viewed here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmcXNj569lA

“The time is right for a better kind of face mask, and Viet Nam is the right country to provide it.

In the past, the world turned to China when it needed massive quantities of consumer products,”

notes Pham. “The COVID-19 pandemic changed that a bit and the ongoing trade war between

China and the US have inhibited Chinese production of PPE even more.

Other countries have been catching up to China’s manufacturing capacity: we can now produce

nearly a quarter-million DONY Masks a day when needed. We do it with a degree of precision

and quality control that larger Chinese manufacturers can’t match, and with the same low

overhead, government support, and access to global shipping channels that China is known for"

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmcXNj569lA
https://apnews.com/press-release/kisspr/07f8f5768c362aa6620e4858db744c04


DONY MASK - premium antibacterial cloth face mask

(washable, reusable) with CE, FDA, TUV Reach, DGA

Certification

- Henry Pham - CEO Dony Garment.

The DONY masks are able to sustain

anti-bacterial capability up to 99,9%

even after 60 washes, something that

no other mask on the market has

reached. Like toothbrushes, DONY

recommends changing out the mask

every two to three months. There is a

money-back guarantee for these

masks and they can be customized

with logos for many businesses and

sports teams. Additionally, an indicator

strip shows the wearer if the mask has

been sterilized. Not only is the logo

option a huge bonus for businesses

and sports teams, knowing employees

are wearing a sterile mask that is FDA

certified for safety prevents liability for

companies.

“The DONY mask offers unbelievable

protection from COVID-19 and other

viruses, and it is comfortable to wear. We know health professionals are going to embrace this

product because of the many benefits associated with it and because this mask is affordable,”

finished Pham.

The time is right for a better

kind of face mask, and Viet

Nam is the right country to

provide it.”

Henry Pham - CEO Dony

Garment

DONY COVID-19 prevention face mask offers in-package

sterilization and it is breathable. The product is available

for safe import and offers UV protection, and filter dust

particles & Fungi-proofing as added benefits.  

COVID-19 spreads mainly among people who are in close

contact with one another, usually within six feet. The use

of masks is particularly important in settings where people

are close to each other or where social distancing is difficult to maintain, which is why masks are

recommended and- in some states- even mandated. Businesses have to still operate in these

mandated states and they can make sure they don’t have employees falling ill to COVID-19 due

to the use of flimsy masks that meet the minimum standard. Further, the DONY mask helps

companies, such as restaurant owners, from any liability resulting from person-to-person COVID-

19 transfers between guests and staff. 

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2020/10/12/2106584/0/en/DONY-produce-COVID-face-mask-for-American-Europe-Top-B2B-direct-manufacturer-wholesale-supply.html


DONY MASK - premium Covid antibacterial cloth face

mask (washable, reusable) with CE, FDA, TUV Reach,

DGA Certification

The DONY mask is available in a variety

of colors and for bulk orders. It has

three layers of protection that are well-

thought-out in design and comfort.

These layers filter out dust, germs, and

bacteria. The DONY mask designs are

also unisex. Additionally, Dony

provides distribution for B2B purposes

and even exclusive partnerships. The

company can provide free samples,

trial orders, wholesale orders, bulk

orders, and custom orders with

branding opportunities for logos and

labels. Businesses can either use the

branding opportunities for use from

their employees or create merchandise

for their customers or fans to buy.

Additionally, DONY has exclusive

distribution in Saudi Arabia, Australia, Belgium, Malaysia, and UAE. 

Business owners also appreciate the DONY mask because it is the safest product available with

an FDA clearance that also does not have an opening. Valves and vents can be problematic.

These types of one-way valves or vents allow air to be exhaled through a hole in the material,

which can result in expelled respiratory droplets that can reach others.  This type of mask does

not prevent the person wearing the mask from transmitting COVID-19 to others because of the

openings. 

The DONY masks are different because of the design and because of all the clearances and

accolades provided by the medical community. Business owners appreciate the three-layer

design, which is purposeful. The first layer is completely water-resistant and can guard against

human droplets, reducing the potential for transmitting a viral infection. The middle layer fights

to protect the wearer from air dust, tiny particles, and other harmful agents from entering users’

nose and mouth. People with asthma will find this mask not only comfortable but dually

beneficial. The third layer is where the magic happens and why so many business owners and

people are happy. This layer prevents 99.9% of bacteria from entering one’s system.

The strap of the DONY mask also helps those who have to wear facial personal protective

equipment (PPE) for long periods of time. The elastic band can stretch 270 percent of its original

length, helping to prevent agitation of the chin or the ear.

Business owners have an opportunity to keep their employees and customers safe by buying the

DONY mask during a time when the COVID-19 pandemic is still a top concern. Business owners

can utilize these masks as a way to market their brand and company without spending a lot of



money on an advertising campaign to say “we care”. 

Regardless of how big or small a business is, ordering the DONY mask ensures safety. The mask

is revolutionizing the PPE market without taking advantage of the customer or selling a fashion

statement. The DONY mask answers a need during these unprecedented times, helping to

enforce CDC guidelines and affording people and business owners to continue on with their day-

to-day routines in an effortless manner.

Henry Pham

Dony Garment
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